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Shortly after the bombing of Pearl Harbor, in an effort to enhance its moti-
vational publicity drive, the U.S. government's War Production Board (WPB) 
commissioned the privately-owned poster company Sheldon-Claire to produce 
a series of poster campaigns for circulation to American factories. Earlier that 
year, Sheldon-Claire had drawn national media attention following the enthusi-
astic reception of its first wartime poster series "Produce for Victory" and the 
WPB realized that the company was thus a valuable ally. The creation of effec-
tive poster campaigns was a matter of urgency because the government's own 
propaganda agency, the Office of Facts and Figures (OFF, renamed the Office 
of War Information [OWI] in June 1942), had failed to develop a coherent poster 
strategy despite having distributed thousands of posters nationally. In the words 
of one OFF staffer, the agency had produced only "a hodge-podge of good, 
mediocre and bad design [with] no semblance of balance as to subject matter, 
and no coordination as to timing."1 The commissioning of Sheldon-Claire sig-
naled an effort to develop a more rationalized poster strategy. 
The first campaign that Sheldon-Claire produced for the government, "This 
is America," in 1942, was a marked improvement on this "hodge-podge." Un-
like the confusing panoply of design techniques and thematic inconsistencies 
seen in the OWI's posters2 (which included illustration, photography, and graphic 
design, and came in a variety of sizes), "This is America" was an exercise in 
streamlined design and slick emotional appeal. The campaign included thirty 
posters, each of which came in two sizes, (4.5 feet x 2.2 feet and a smaller 
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3 feet x 2 feet version) complete with wooden frames with electric spotlights to 
showcase the "Poster of the Week." Placed in work areas and high-traffic loca-
tions throughout the factory, the posters gave workers visual reminders about 
the imperatives of American victory in the war and emphasized the virtues of 
the American Way of Life and its rewards for those who worked hard. Each 
poster included a colorized photograph and brief copy which succinctly con-
veyed the poster's message and linked it to the campaign theme. With bold 
captions, the thirty posters portrayed Americans in a variety of situations, such 
as at work, at home, and at leisure, and harmonized these scenes within a narra-
tive of patriotism and free-enterprise values. The campaign included one fur-
ther feature, the "Employee Mail-O-Gram," a one-page précis of each poster 
which was mailed to workers' homes a week before the installation of a new 
poster in the workplace. 
Promoted by government agencies including the WPB and the OWI, and 
sold by Sheldon-Claire's salesmen who traveled the country calling on factory 
managers, "This is America" gained success and wide national circulation, sell-
ing thousands of sets to industrial employers throughout the war. Sales ranged 
from one or two sets sold to smaller companies to five hundred sets sold to large 
corporations which purchased posters for all of their plants. In the process, 
Sheldon-Claire established a roster of around five hundred client companies. 
Government support for the promotion and sale of "This is America" thus served 
Sheldon-Claire well; it became the leading poster company in the country, a 
position that it maintained well into the postwar period.3 
Sheldon-Claire's success resulted from its ability to align itself with the 
doctrine of "liberal consensus" which became the dominant political credo of 
the postwar United States. According to the architects of liberal consensus in 
government and business, to secure the nation's economic progress it was nec-
essary to reign in the powerful labor unions of the 1930s, to expand the au-
tonomy of business and to create a higher standard of living by increasing 
production. For industrial employers the creation of consensus rested on the 
eradication of labor-management conflict, a reality throughout the war.4 "This 
is America," with its affirmations that a commitment to cooperation and free-
enterprise values expanded workers' freedoms, appealed to the government and 
employers alike.5 In fact, Sheldon-Claire's design rationale was entirely consis-
tent with liberal consensus doctrine. As the company's chief designer, Ben 
Schenker remarked, the posters aimed to communicate visually what Eric 
Johnston, President of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and liberal consensus 
ideologue, called "areas of agreement" between management and labor.6 
Like other government-sponsored motivational campaigns such as Norman 
Rockwell's "Four Freedoms," "This is America" connected the rhetoric of free-
dom to the objectives of war and evoked a postwar future of abundance as the 
reward for workers' commitment to the war effort.7 Yet more specifically, the 
campaign enacted a visual renovation of the past.8 Seven of the thirty posters 
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included altered versions of photographs created by the government's Farm 
Security Administration (FSA) several years earlier during the Depression. Pho-
tographs by Dorothea Lange, Walker Evans, Ben Shahn, Russell Lee, and John 
Vachon, were cropped, colorized, recaptioned, and integrated into the campaign's 
vision of a citizenry that was committed to national victory and devoted to the 
principles of free enterprise. The photographs that Sheldon-Claire used were 
mostly from the latter part of the New Deal. Unlike earlier photographs that 
depicted the devastating effects of the Depression, these more positive images 
emphasized the success of the National Recovery Act.9 With modification, these 
photographs of hope during recent hard times could be turned into stimulating 
motivational publicity. 
The renovation of FSA photographs in "This is America" presents an im-
portant subject for historians and scholars of visual culture. The federal govern-
ment used poster campaigns extensively as propaganda tools during World War 
I and during the Depression to publicize New Deal programs.10 But World War 
II signaled a moment when the government honed the poster's communicative 
capacities more fully than in the past. As historians of documentary photogra-
phy have demonstrated, the circulation of FSA photographs during the Depres-
sion was subject to a highly selective process by FSA Photographic Section 
chief, Roy Stryker.11 During his tenure the circulation of FSA photographs grew 
considerably as Stryker released them to magazine editors who used them in 
news stories. But while the use of FSA photographs in popular publicity and 
public relations has received some scholarly analysis, their incorporation into 
motivational posters has not.12 The rationale for the selection of photographs 
and Sheldon-Claire's acquisition of them is not recorded in the company's 
archived documents but it likely obtained them from the WPB or from Stryker. 
The use of FSA photographs in "This is America" thus underscores how war-
time alliances between the federal government and motivational specialists made 
it possible to utilize images that were created for one ideological project—to 
generate support for the New Deal—for another ideological purpose, the culti-
vation of cooperation and free-enterprise values among industrial workers. 
This article uses "This is America" as a case study of how World War II 
motivational posters reworked Depression-era images into an aesthetic peda-
gogy that promoted free-enterprise capitalism. I analyze a number of the post-
ers and the photographs on which they were based to explain how 
Sheldon-Claire's alteration and reuse of FSA photographs redefined the recent 
past to suit the campaign's agenda. Ultimately, "This is America'"s visual reno-
vation of FSA photographs highlights the process of aesthetic manipulation that 
shored up the liberal-consensus claim that the United States was a classless 
society. 
In the last two decades, scholars have demonstrated that World War II and 
the early postwar period involved a vigorous campaign by the business commu-
nity to expunge class rhetoric from national life.13 As labor historians have shown, 
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the wartime doctrine of labor-management cooperation gave employers new 
leverage with which to break the social authority of the labor movement and to 
advance business interests.14 Yet this work has not explored how employers 
conducted their campaign for authority inside the workplace, or how they mo-
bilized cultural apparatuses to that end. Using posters and other aesthetic tools, 
employers utilized the workplace as a habitus in which the values and behav-
iors of consensus could be actively taught and defined as normal.15 By trading 
on the realism of FSA photographs, "This is America" offered an aura of au-
thenticity that was otherwise lacking in wartime motivational publicity. 
Despite renewed interest in visual culture in recent years, little analysis of 
the poster's pedagogical significance has been forthcoming. The federal 
government's sponsorship of posters during World Wars I and II and changes in 
poster design have been explored in a number of poster survey books. How-
ever, the alteration and use of existing images and the actual uses of posters 
have not been addressed fully.16 The absence of a comprehensive account of 
motivational posters is curious given their widespread circulation and use in 
employers' efforts to promote free-enterprise values and to contain union au-
thority.17 If the New Deal spurred "the first truly national popular visual cul-
ture,"18 the war served as an occasion for employers to appropriate and deploy 
Depression-era aesthetics to new ends: to promote a new popular nationalism 
that vaunted free-enterprise capitalism and erased "laborist" and class rheto-
ric.19 
Visual Renovations: The Genealogy of a Poster 
The poster below, from "This is America," depicts five men gathered around 
a gas station porch (fig. I).20 Two of the men wear baseball uniforms while one 
holds a baseball glove and another sits with a baseball bat between his legs. The 
group's demeanor—hands on hips and steely stares—suggests an aura of pre-
paredness. This feeling is conveyed especially by the man in the baseball uni-
form who leans against the pillar, casually resting a Coca-Cola bottle against his 
thigh. His facial expression appears resolute and unruffled. The men's close 
proximity to each other and the unifying theme of baseball suggests a tightly-
knit group—a team mentality. 
The text superimposed above and below the image builds on the baseball 
theme to convey a patriotic message and to proclaim the virtues of free enter-
prise. Above the men, a large caption on a rectangle banner proclaims, "This is 
America.. " The angled caption serves as a sort of textual "salute." The phrase, 
"This is America.. " draws the viewer's eyes across the poster and frames the 
men as representatives of the nation. The poster's honorific depiction of the 
men is complemented by the concluding caption at the bottom of the poster, 
which reads, "Where a fellow can start on the home team and wind up on the big 
league. Where there is always room at the top for the fellow who has it on the 
ball * This is your America... Keep it Freer This caption offers textual inter-
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pretation of the image, linking the "team" in the image to the free-enterprise 
system. The preservation of their freedom and their ability to succeed as indi-
viduals, teammates, and Americans, are attributed to free-enterprise, which is 
defined as a natural and self-evident aspect of American culture. The poster's 
vivid colors (which are not visible in the black-and-white reproduction included 
here) add to the poster's striking appeal for individual commitment to the nation's 
wartime objectives. The bright red gas pump which dominates the building front-
age at the center of the image, the blue overalls and baseball caps and the white 
baseball uniforms and shirts that the men wear—the colors of the nation's flag— 
support the poster's patriotic message and add urgency to its appeal. Thus, be-
tween the image and the text we see a tension between two themes—teamwork 
and individuality. This tension embodies the liberal consensus notion that by 
working together as a team, worker-citizens would attain individual rewards. 
The poster's references to baseball have important bearing upon its mes-
sage. As sport historians have shown, baseball's emergence as a mass-spectator 
sport was intimately connected to industrialization and with the growth of the 
urban working-class (which comprised the bulk of "This is Americans audi-
ence).21 Baseball's emphasis on the need for individual determination to secure 
the team's victory also resembled changes in management's methods for gener-
ating labor-management cooperation during World War II. After World War I 
Taylorism, which emphasized the maximization of individual production in ex-
change for financial incentives, gave way to human-relations theories which 
defined teamwork as a catalyst for workplace cooperation.22 The poster's moti-
vational appeal thus draws on baseball's working-class appeal and on contem-
poraneous management tactics for creating cooperation. 
The photograph upon which the poster is based was created by Dorothea 
Lange for the FSA in July 1939 and exudes a rather different feeling than the 
version in the poster (fig. 2).23 A comparison of the photograph and the poster 
reveals how modifications made to the image changed the import of the photo-
graph. Lange 's 35mm, square black-and-white photograph has a more mundane 
tone than its reworked version in the poster. Without embellishment by 
colorization, cropping, and recaptioning, the photograph is more austere; whereas 
the colorized version in the poster gives the men's faces a look of resolve and 
determination, and the cropping and recaptioning lends their bodies an air of 
national purpose, Lange 's photograph evokes a more relaxed mood. The re-
laxed feeling in the photograph is reinforced by the caption24 which reads, "Fourth 
of July, near Chapel Hill, North Carolina. Rural filling stations become commu-
nity centers and general loafing grounds. The men in the baseball suits are on a 
local team which will play a game nearby. They are called the Cedargrove 
Team."25 The replacement of this caption with celebratory free-enterprise rhetoric 
in the poster revises the import of the photograph. The environment is no longer 
a "loafing ground" and we no longer see a shabby gas station and a dusty road. 
Animated through colorizing and recaptioning the image becomes a parable of 
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Where a fellow can start on the home team 
and wind up in the big league. Where there 
is always room at the top for the fellow who 
has it on the ball * This is your America! 
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Figure 1: Poster No. 11 from Sheldon-Claire's "This is America." (Courtesy 
National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution). 
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Figure 2: Dorothea Lange's photograph on which Sheldon-Claire's baseball-
themed poster (fig. 1) is based. The caption reads, "Fourth of July, near Chapel 
Hill, North Carolina. Rural filling stations become community centers and general 
loafing grounds. The men in the baseball suits are on a local team which will 
play a game nearby. They are called the Cedargrove Team." (Courtesy Library 
of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division, FSA/OWI Collection). 
individual upward mobility which is complemented by the cropping of the pho-
tograph and gives the men a tight-knit, unified appearance. 
By accentuating the theme of baseball, Sheldon-Claire amplified the 
photograph's pre-existing references to interdependence and unity—what might 
be called its latent motivational capacities. Themes of interdependence and unity 
appeared frequently in FSA photographs, particularly from the late 1930s on-
ward as Stryker shifted the agency's emphasis away from the economic and 
social devastation of the Depression and toward the success of the New Deal 
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and the NRA.26 Baseball was one of many activities that Stryker emphasized as 
desirable subject matter to FSA photographers and he requested photographs 
that depicted it on at least two occasions.27 Altered, and integrated into the poster, 
the photograph morphed from a depiction of everyday life that drew on baseball's 
national ubiquity into a declaration that teamwork was fundamental to the 
individual's advancement in the American free-enterprise system. 
Lange 's photograph includes four men cropped out of the image in the 
poster. One of these men, the one on the far right, is turned in a different direc-
tion than those who appear in the poster while the three on the far left blend into 
the shade of the porch, one partially cropped. In contrast to the unified, team-
like aura of the five men in the poster, the nine men in the photograph project a 
less unified sense of purpose; as Lange put it in the caption, they are "loafing." 
The grainy black, white, and grays of the photograph convey a sense of ordi-
nariness which is characteristic of FSA photographs more generally. The men's 
bodies look relaxed but idle in contrast to the calm preparedness that pervades 
the group in the poster due to the use of colorizing, cropping, and recaptioning. 
This suggestion of idleness is enhanced by the space at the top and bottom of 
the photograph. The bottom third of the photograph consists of the dirt road in 
front of the gas station while the top third shows the underside of the porch roof 
and some gray sky. The unadorned road contrasts with the lushness in the poster's 
reworked version of the photograph that is suggested through the addition of 
color (the green trees and blue sky). 
The cutting, colorizing, and recaptioning of the photograph, and its inte-
gration into the poster dissolve the men's loafing demeanor and transform the 
image into a bold declaration of individual advancement that is implied to be 
attainable for those who are "on the ball" enough to "wind up in the big league." 
This narrative of upward mobility embodies a fundamental belief in the Ameri-
can mythos: the claim that regardless of status at birth, one can achieve the 
"American Dream" via determination and enterprise. The association between 
upward mobility and teamwork enhance the democratic aura of the poster's 
implicit call for teamwork. In his analysis of the Los Angeles Times astrology 
column in the early 1950s, Theodor Adorno observed "the general tendency of 
the column to prepare the addressees to act as members of 'teams.' . . . It is as 
though it had been accepted as a major ideological tenet that everything can be 
settled by majority decisions taken at some 'meeting.'"28 We see a similar corre-
lation between teamwork and democracy in the interplay of the poster's image 
of the baseball team and its caption's assertion about the openness of the free-
enterprise system. The poster, like the astrology column described by Adorno 
offered a sense of comfort to its viewers by suggesting that they were members 
of a community in which decisions were made democratically by individuals 
who were united in their belief that the free-enterprise system provided secu-
rity.29 
The alteration of Lange 's photograph in the poster thus recalibrates its sub-
jects' relationship to "America." In Lange's photograph the men's relationship 
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to the nation is undershot with irony—the fourth of July is an occasion for "loaf-
ing." Conversely, the cropped, vertical image in the poster focuses the viewer's 
gaze on a close-knit team which is apparently committed to the progress of their 
nation. The coloring of the men's skin suggests a healthy demeanor and their 
clothes exude a stylized workmanlike aura. The campaign slogan ("This is 
America . .") at the top of the poster, and the lengthier caption underneath the 
image cement the transformation of the photograph from an ordinary moment 
in small-town life into a bold assertion that citizens can prosper through an 
abiding faith in free-enterprise ideals. 
The poster's adaptation of the photograph also reinterprets the physical 
environment in ways that support its portrayal of the United States as a panacea 
of abundance. In Lange's photograph, handbills are visible on the left of the 
porch. These handbills advertise Hollywood movies of 1939 including Dark 
Victory, Sudden Money, and Montana Skyline and the popular burlesque radio 
act, Howard and Shelton, as well as tobacco and soda. In the poster these ads 
are not discernible but those promoting consumer objects (Chesterfield Ciga-
rettes, Model Tobacco, and Crown Soda) are embellished through the use of 
color, emphasizing the abundance of goods in the American free-enterprise sys-
tem. In this sense the poster offers a Utopian vision of American life that antici-
pates the shift from "social freedoms" to "consumer freedoms" that Eric Foner 
argues was characteristic of World War II and the postwar period.30 The things 
that were cut from the photograph—the men at the edges of the photograph, the 
physical reminders of loafing, suggestions of an austere environment, and movie 
posters from 1939—might be understood as "disturbances" that were neutral-
ized in order to create a streamlined and effective motivational tool that was 
aesthetically consistent with liberal consensus conceptions of the nation and its 
citizens. Thus, we see a process of visual erasure and renovation—a willful 
forgetting of history through visual manipulation.31 
The transformation of Lange's photograph can be read in various ways. On 
one hand, the renovation of the photograph is indicative of the wartime harness-
ing of New Deal publicity about rural and small-town folk culture for the pur-
poses of wartime motivation. In turn, the alteration of the photograph speaks to 
the efforts of the business community to anchor rhetoric about freedom in the 
discourse of individualism. Then again, the alteration and reuse of the photo-
graph amounts to the replacement of one form of visual manipulation for ideo-
logical purposes for another. As historians of documentary photography have 
shown, Stryker composed and distributed shooting scripts to the FSA's photog-
raphers that asked them to submit specific kinds of photographs. In 1940, Stryker 
asked photographer Jack Delano for some 
autumn pictures . . . Emphasize the idea of abundance—the 
"horn of plenty"—and pour maple syrup over it—you know 
mix well with white clouds and put on a sky blue platter. I 
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know your damned photographer's soul writhes, but to hell 
with it. Do you think I give a damn about a photographer's 
soul with Hitler at our doorstep? You are nothing but camera 
fodder to me.32 
Stryker, like Sheldon-Claire, regarded photographs as tools that could inspire 
belief in national progress and was not averse to accentuating the positive if it 
suited his purposes. 
If a similar proclivity for visual manipulation existed at the FSA and Sheldon-
Claire, "This is America" was a more systematic attempt to cultivate a sense of 
national community that was characterized by free-enterprise values. The re-
working of Lange's photograph in the poster underscores Benedict Anderson's 
arguments about the ways that print capitalism helps to imagine national com-
munities into existence. Anderson argues that nationalism is based on a com-
mon sense understanding of the typicality and simultaneity of national 
experience.33 Thus, he writes, "an American will never meet, or even know the 
names of more than a handful of his . . . fellow-Americans. He has no idea of 
what they are up to at any one time. But he has complete confidence in their 
steady, anonymous, simultaneous activity."34 Motivational posters enact the pro-
cess that Anderson identifies in visual terms. The poster in question trades on 
the claim that the men that it depicts represent average Americans anywhere 
and anytime. The alteration of the photograph and the interplay between image 
and caption thus seek to evoke a sense of affinity among its audience. As Roland 
Barthes argues, the cultivation of complicity is central to the persuasive abili-
ties of visual communication. For example, in "electoral photography" (photo-
graphs of politicians used during political campaigns), the politician is invested 
with the characteristics of the "common man." Consequently, "a photograph is 
a mirror, what we are asked to read is the familiar, the known; it offers to the 
voter his own likeness, but clarified, exalted, superbly elevated into a type. This 
glorification is in fact the very definition of the photogenic: the voter is at once 
expressed and heroicized. . . ."35 This poster, like electoral photography, ap-
peals to its viewers by exalting them honorifically—as defenders of and repre-
sentatives of the nation and, therefore, as heroes. 
The process of image selection in the poster becomes even more interest-
ing when we consider the larger body of images from which the photograph was 
taken. The FSA file at the Library of Congress contains five photographs taken 
by Lange at the gas station that day. I have included two more of them here 
(figs. 3 and 4).36 Whereas fig. 2 (despite its disturbances which were erased to 
enhance the poster's message as discussed above) contained latent motivational 
capacities, in fig. 3 the arrangement of the men in a straight line lacks the close-
knit feeling that Sheldon-Claire embellished so effectively in adapting fig. 2 in 
the poster. In fig. 3 the baseball player who leans coolly against the pillar, and 
who draws the viewer's gaze in the poster, is now one of eight men whom the 
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viewer may peruse. The eight men in the photograph include four of the five 
who appear in the poster but their physical arrangement—in a wide line across 
the gas station frontage and into the dirt road—is such that unlike fig. 2, no one 
individual stands out. The men are all laughing and two of them look away from 
the camera, which undercuts the tight-knit, resolute aura that the group projects 
in fig. 2. Whether or not fig. 3 was offered to Sheldon-Claire is not stated in its 
archived records but the existence of this and other photographs from the same 
sequence in the FS A file suggests that certain physical arrangements were deemed 
more appropriate for the message that Sheldon-Claire wished to convey in "This 
is America." 
Figure 4 offers insights into inter-racial dynamics at the photo shoot which 
did not find expression in the poster. In this photograph, taken from the side of 
the gas station, we see some of the men engaged in horseplay. They grab one 
man by the arms and legs and hold him up in the air, apparently for the benefit 
of the camera. On the left, a black man dressed in overalls sits on a chair under 
the porch next to the group who jostle their victim. In this photograph, like fig. 
3, the subjects lack the resolute aura that made fig. 2 suitable for inclusion in 
"This is America." But its non use also underscores the ways in which federal-
government photographs depicting racial intimacy failed to find wide circula-
tion during the war. Lange and other FSA photographers produced many 
photographs depicting inter-racial relations among ordinary Americans, none 
of which appeared in "This is America." As George Roeder has shown, the 
OWI and other government agencies responsible for disseminating publicity 
about the war effort routinely censored photographs of inter-racial intimacy.37 
Similarly, Lange 's photographs of Japanese-Americans in wartime internment 
camps were "impounded" for the duration of the war.38 "This is America" thus 
reflected prevailing assumptions about the assumed naturalness of racial hierar-
chies that defined whiteness as the de facto marker of citizenship during the 
war. 
The affirmation of whiteness in "This is America" and in wartime motiva-
tional publicity more generally must also be seen in the context of industrial 
action that was often inspired by white workers' antipathy towards perceived 
challenges to white racial authority and to race-based hierarchies in the 
workforce. Wartime strikes and walkouts were frequently motivated by white 
workers' anxieties about racial intimacy in the wake of President Roosevelt's 
Fair Employment Practices Committee (FEPC) of 1941,39 As Eileen Boris points 
out, while the FEPC was intended to end discrimination in employment in the 
war industries, it was mainly a "symbolic threat"; the factory remained a site of 
struggle around racial and sexual intimacy in which the black body was defined 
as pathological.40 The display of motivational posters in the workplace depict-
ing white workers as heroicized embodiments of national courage but exclud-
ing black subjects served as daily reminders of the naturalness of racial hierarchies 
even as official government discourse emphasized racial and ethnic pluralism 
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Figures 3 (above) and 4 (below): Dorothea Lange, Farm Security 
Administration, 1939. (Courtesy Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs 
Division, FSA/OWI Collection). 
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as exemplars of American freedom in contrast to the fascism of the Axis pow-
ers. Like much wartime motivational publicity, "This is America" emphasized 
ethnic pluralism but did not visualize racial pluralism, a tendency that reflected 
a wartime emphasis on the Americanization of ethnic-Americans.41 For example, 
several of Sheldon-Claire's wartime posters used Ellis Island as a symbolic ref-
erence point when celebrating American pluralism. One poster reworked Lewis 
Hine's photograph, "Climbing into America" in the same manner as it altered 
FSA photographs; another poster from the earlier, "Produce for Victory" cam-
paign included a close-up photograph of a worker with a determined-looking 
expression and a caption that proclaimed, "I'm an Ellis Island American. I left 
the old country to be free—and nobody is going to take that away from me " 
The celebratory pluralist rhetoric that pervaded Sheldon-Claire's posters and 
other wartime motivational publicity underscore a prevailing assuption within 
official aesthetic depictions of American democracy during World War II: The 
collapse and erasure of ethnic difference was assumed to be the principal means 
for guaranteeing inclusion into the category, citizen. Thus, wartime motivational 
aesthetics putatively inscribed ethnic-Americans as the only suitable candidates 
for inclusion as American citizens and as recipients of American freedoms.42 
I have offered a prolonged analysis of fig. 1 and the photographs in the 
sequence from which the poster's image was taken because they illuminate the 
process by which particular FSA photographs found their way into "This is 
America." Looking to the larger body of photographs created by Lange at this 
North Carolina gas station—the story behind the poster, so to speak—allows us 
to understand the process by which Sheldon-Claire gave material form to the 
ideology of consensus within the workplace where it was encountered daily by 
workers. The preceding discussion also illustrates how "This is America"'s cel-
ebration of freedom negotiated the contradictions of pluralism that existed dur-
ing World War II. 
Constructing a Classless Folk Culture 
As the selection and alteration of Lange's photograph in fig. 1 suggests, the 
visual strategy of "This is America" depended largely on bringing ordinary 
Americans and free-enterprise idealism under the aegis of nationalism. In pur-
suing this objective, Sheldon-Claire achieved a more specific goal: while the 
campaign integrated the visual and rhetorical expressions of the folk into its 
assertion of the openness of the free-enterprise system for all Americans, it de-
emphasized those aspects of the photographs that explicitly or implicitly evoked 
class. This tactic enhanced the campaign's claim that anyone with the determi-
nation to succeed could do so; in turn, the de-emphasis of class complemented 
the posters' appeals to cooperation by suggesting that by cooperating, workers 
would receive the material and psychic rewards of the free-enterprise system. 
An analysis of other posters in "This is America" that included altered FSA 
photographs reveals how Sheldon-Claire constructed the campaign's célébra-
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tion of a classless folk culture. One poster used an altered version of Walker 
Evans's 1937 photograph of Moundville, Alabama to depict small town America 
as a wellspring of free enterprise (figs. 5 and 6).43 The colorized poster's depic-
tion of "Main Street" (that most ubiquitous symbol of small town America) 
shows a bustling commercial hub replete with stores, cars, and trucks. A com-
parison of the two images reveals that trees and sky at the top of the photograph 
were embellished in the poster. Evans's photograph ends just above the roofs of 
the stores whereas the poster includes some extra trees and sky. These changes 
inject a feeling of fertility to the scene and invest it with an aura of enterprise 
that supplements the buoyant patriotism of the larger campaign. Whereas the 
gray tones and the wider breadth of Evans's photograph invite the viewer to 
peruse a more expansive scene, the vivid blue, red, and yellow of the stores and 
cars and the cutting and integration of the photograph into the poster's vertical 
format constrain the viewer's interpretation of Main Street. The colorized street 
and the addition of text above and below the image suggest a sense of urgency 
that resembles a tabloid newspaper. The caption that accompanies Evans's pho-
tograph offers only the factual description, "County seat of Hale County, Ala-
bama." In the poster, the title caption, "This is America," forms a "V" shape 
with the line of the street so that the eye is drawn diagonally from left to right, 
facilitating a sense of movement. The arrangement of the title caption thus im-
plies that Main Street leads somewhere (to "America," or to freedom, perhaps?). 
In Evans's photograph the scene is one of mild activity. A dozen or so people 
are visible on the sidewalk. In the poster, the colorization and bold captions 
assign a more purposeful quality to the scene. "Main Street" is a place "[wjhere 
through free enterprise, a free people have carved a great nation out of a wilder-
ness." Thus, the poster upholds Main Street as verification of the civilizing 
effects of free-enterprise capitalism, which is defined as a distinctively Ameri-
can characteristic, echoing Benedict Anderson's point that publicity functions 
as a discourse of nationalism by implying a typicality and simultaneity of social 
experience.44 
The extent of the poster's renovation of Main Street is further realized when 
we consider an earlier description of this same street. Evans created the photo-
graph in the summer of 1936 while he and James Agee were researching the 
assignment that eventually became Let Us Now Praise Famous Men, their De-
pression-era reportage of the lives of poor Southern tenant-farming families 
which was published in 1941. The prevailing characteristics of the street in 
Agee's description of Main Street in the book were emptiness and hostility. 
Driving down the whole length of Main Street at five miles an hour, Agee ob-
served "not a stir of life anywhere: every last soul in all these shaded, jigsawed, 
wooden houses must be dead asleep under the weight of the hot greasy Sunday 
dinner in shaded rooms."45 Entering a diner, he noted, "three hard-built, crazy-
eyed boys of eighteen lounged in a slow collapse like dough, talking low in 
sexual voices and sniggering without enthusiasm; sick and desperate with noth-
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• .where Main Street is bigger than 
Broadway. Where, through free 
enterprise, a free people have 
carved a great nation out of a 
wilderness * This is your America 
Figures 5 (left) and 6 (be-
low): Animating Main Street. 
Sheldon-Claire's reworking of 
Walker Evans's 1937 photo-
graph of Moundville, Alabama. 
Integrated into the vertical for-
mat of the "This is America" 
series, and with the addition of 
a triumphant caption and color, 
Main Street was reimagined as 
a vibrant community and a 
symbol of a flourishing free-
enterprise system. (Fig. 5 cour-
tesy National Museum of 
American History, Smithsonian 
Institution. Fig. 6 courtesy Li-
brary of Congress, Prints and 
Photographs Division, FSA/ 
OWI Collection). 
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ing to do and with the rotting which the rightborn energy of their souls could by 
no chance have escaped. They looked at me with inevitable enmity."46 Agee's 
description underscores the emasculating effects of the Depression on Main 
Street which embodies the very antithesis of the progress that was suggested in 
its altered version in "This is America." The economic stagnation of the town 
has created a sense of deadness, which Agee suggests in his description of the 
boys "loung[ing] in a slow collapse . . . without enthusiasm." Sheldon-Claire's 
renovation of the photograph and its interjection of vivacity into Main Street 
underscore the manipulability of documentary images. Viewed in its original 
state and in conjunction with Agee's description in Let Us Now Praise Famous 
Men (and alongside the book's other photographs which depict poor tenant fami-
lies) Evans' photograph offers corroboration of the social despondency of the 
Depression. Altered and incorporated into the poster, the photograph seems 
entirely congruent with "This is America"'s veneration of a triumphant free-
enterprise system and with its claim that workers would receive the rewards of 
a classless America if they embraced the teamwork ethos. 
In another poster, Sheldon-Claire cropped and recaptioned a photograph 
by John Vachon to similar effect (figs. 7 and 8).47 Vachon's photograph depicts 
a Minnesota farmer (an "FSA borrower" according to the photograph's caption) 
and his wife. In the photograph, the farmer's clothes have a well-worn appear-
ance. His shirt is creased and grubby, showing signs of work. His trousers are 
held up by a tightly fastened belt, the end of which is bent out of shape. Sheldon-
Claire cropped the photograph substantially when incorporating it into the poster. 
The man's wife is completely removed and his body is cropped above the waist 
so that his lower torso, belt, and trousers are no longer visible. These changes 
imbue the man with a tidier and more healthful demeanor and diminish the 
photograph's allusions to the Depression (tattered clothes, the tightened belt, 
and the dilapidated shed behind and to the right of the man). The removal of the 
man's wife, his lower torso, and much of the sky from the photograph in the 
poster tightens the framing of the man and gives him a more elevated position in 
relation to the viewer, investing him with a more honorific aura. His ruddy com-
plexion, visible in the color poster, suggests a more healthful appearance than 
he possesses in Vachon's black-and-white photograph and the close-up framing 
of his face amplifies his wry smile. His eyes, which are shaded in the photo-
graph, are more discernible in the poster. He now looks up toward the caption, 
"This is America'' implying his esteem for the nation. The image has also been 
reversed, allowing for greater visual harmony between the caption, "This is 
America" and the man's pipe and arm. As in the reworked versions of the pho-
tographs by Lange and Evans the title caption and photograph content have 
been arranged in a way that creates an approximation of a "V" shape. In this 
case, three converging lines—the title caption, the man's pipe, and his arm— 
draw the viewer's eye towards his face. 
The cropping of the photograph repositions the viewer's perspective. 
Whereas the photograph invites the viewer to look at two individuals and in-
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Figures 7 (left) and 8 (below): 
Renovating folk culture. A "This is 
America" poster and John Vachon's 
1941 photograph of a Minnesota 
farmer (an FSA borrower) and his 
wife on which it is based. The re-
moval of the man's wife and the 
cropping of other parts of the pho-
tograph enables the visualization of 
motivated, patriotic manhood. Note 
how the reversal of the image cre-
ates visual alignment between the 
phrase, "This is America," and the 
man's pipe. Note also how the crop-
ping of the photograph gives the 
man a more honorific appearance 
and requires the viewer to look up 
at him. (Fig. 7 courtesy National 
Museum of American History. Fig. 
8 courtesy Library of Congress, 
Prints and Photographs Division, 
FSA/OWI Collection). 
"Smile—man—smile. You're an American... 
free to speak . . . free to worship . . . free 
to work . . . free to live in your own way. 
Stay on the job. This is your America." 
...ftepitfn*'' 
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eludes a large area of sky, the close cropping of the photograph in the poster 
means that we must gaze upwards at the man. Like Lange 's baseball players he 
appears heroic, albeit without their athleticism. Unlike the posters discussed 
thus far the caption hails the man directly: "Smile—man—smile. You're an 
American. Free to speak . . . free to worship . . . free to work . . . free to live in 
your own way." After asserting the freedoms that the man enjoys as an Ameri-
can, the remainder of the poster's text is directed toward the workers who viewed 
the poster in the factory: "Stay on the job. This is your America. Keep it Free." 
Thus, the poster uses the well-recognized figure of the ordinary man to hail 
workers in a no-nonsense vernacular and to inform them that they are active 
participants in the preservation of American Freedom.48 
During the war, Sheldon-Claire received numerous letters of admiration in 
response to its poster campaigns. Representative of government agencies, in-
dustrial organizations, the military, chambers of commerce, and schools and 
libraries wrote to proclaim the posters' contributions to the morale of workers 
and the broader citizenry.49 Some union officials also wrote to Sheldon-Claire 
to express their approval of its posters. While a lengthy analysis of those letters 
is not possible here, a review of a small sample demonstrates the campaign's 
positive reception among some union officials. The President of the Industrial 
Union of Marine and Shipbuilding Workers of America enthused that the post-
ers were, "very effective reminders, voicing the thoughts of American workers, 
[and] excellent morale stimulators.. . . [W]e feel that every shipyard can help 
their production by showing these in the yards to the men while they are on the 
job . . . in the sheds, in the locker rooms, eating places, and in other 
. . . locations."50 The Educational Director of the Textile Workers of America 
emphasized the posters' realism, noting, "[o]ne of our business agents points 
out that the posters are so effectively done that they give the workers the feeling 
of working right next to the person shown in the poster, rather than viewing the 
portrait as a hypothetical figure." He concluded by requesting further copies for 
display in the union's offices.51 The Vice President and Director of the United 
Auto Workers Aviation Division was passionate in his appraisal of "This is 
America," writing to Sheldon-Claire, "[y]our suggestion that you would appre-
ciate any 'comment' or 'criticism' by me places me in the position of a visitor to 
the Vatican being asked by the guide to comment on the works of Michael Angelo 
[sic]." He concluded by proposing that Sheldon-Claire depict President 
Roosevelt's "Four Freedoms," anticipating the OWI's use of Norman Rockwell's 
illustrations of them months later.52 
In expressing support for Sheldon-Claire's campaigns these union repre-
sentatives aligned themselves with employers' efforts to cultivate labor-man-
agement cooperation. By stating that the posters were "voicing the thoughts of 
American workers," and were "excellent morale stimulators" the writer of the 
first letter not only positions himself as an advocate of cooperation, but also 
affirms the appropriateness of motivational specialists circulating images that 
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supposedly represented workers' thoughts. The first and second letters' refer-
ences to the circulation of the posters in "sheds, in the locker rooms, eating 
places, and in other . . . locations" and in the union's offices reflect the ways in 
which union personnel sometimes aided the integration of employer and man-
agement publicity into spaces that were ordinarily the preserve of union public-
ity. And, in offering suggestions for further designs to Shalett, the writer of the 
final letter advocates the very apparatus through which employers hoped to 
weaken workers' class consciousness. 
By viewing two of the posters that I have discussed together with other 
posters from "This is America," we can observe how effectively Sheldon-Claire 
integrated FSA photographs into the campaign's visualization of a classless 
culture. The four posters shown in fig. 9 depict a variety of fundamental Ameri-
can ideals according to the campaign that include the sanctity of the home; the 
veracity of free enterprise; the patriotism of ordinary Americans; and work-
place cooperation.53 These posters were displayed for one week each in weeks 
7,11,19, and 23 of the campaign. Thus, while the posters were not displayed in 
consecutive weeks, my arrangement of them replicates the process of serializa-
tion in the campaign and maintains the order in which they appeared. Seen 
together, these four posters underscore designer Ben Schenker's attempts to 
visualize the "areas of agreement" which Eric Johnston described as fundamen-
tal to the creation of classless consensus. 
The poster at the top left underscores the sanctity of family via a depiction 
of a family dinner time. The father sits with has back to us while raising a coffee 
cup to his mouth. His wife looks directly at him with a deferential expression as 
if listening to him intently. The caption proclaims the importance of patriarchal 
authority by stating, "the family is a sacred institution . . . where a man's home 
is his castle." The second and third posters, those that incorporate photographs 
by Lange and Vachon (top right and bottom left) underscore the virtues of free 
enterprise (through the analogy of baseball) and the freedoms enjoyed by ordi-
nary citizens (represented by the smiling farmer). As discussed earlier, these 
two posters incorporate elements of an American folk culture that is implied to 
be classless. The last poster (bottom right) visualizes a fourth aspect of consen-
sus, labor's cooperation with management. It depicts a worker placing an enve-
lope in the factory suggestion box. The poster's caption asserts the democratic 
nature of work in the United States by declaring, "This is America.. where your 
thinking is appreciated . . . where men work together, to do a better job—to 
make a better product—to build a better nation."54 Thus, the posters visualize 
four parts of a larger schema of consensus. The two posters that incorporate 
FSA photographs are visually congruous with the others, which include stock 
publicity images. Thus, Sheldon-Claire incorporated photographs that docu-
mented national crisis into a seamless narrative of national progress that as-
serted the rewards that workers received as beneficiaries of the American way 
of life. In this narrative, work was imagined as the route to freedom, which was 
to be enjoyed within the private sphere of the family and the home.55 
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. . . w h e r e the fami ly is a sacred 
institution. Where children love, 
honor and respect their parents 
. . . w h e r e a man's home is his 
castle * This is your America 
.../(eepitfmf 
Where a fellow can start on the home team 
and wind up in the big league» Where there 
is always room at the top for the fellow who 
has it on the ball • This is your America! 
I f e X * * 5 ^ 
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"Smile—man—smile. You're an Amer ican. . . 
free to speak . . . free to worship . . . free 
to work . . • free to l ive in your own way. 
Stay on the job. This is your A m e r i c a . " 
.. .where your thinking is appreciated . . . 
where men work together, to do a belter 
j o b - - t o make a better product — to 
build a better nation * This is your America 
Figure 9: The integration of the posters containing altered FSA photographs 
into the "This is America" campaign was fundamental in erasing the photo-
graphs' emphasis on class. Viewing these four posters together, we see the seam-
less incorporation of FSA photographs into the larger campaign, in which they 
appear aesthetically congruous with the other posters. Two of these posters (at 
top right and bottom left) include altered versions of FSA photographs created 
by Dorothea Lange and John Vachon respectively. (All posters courtesy Na-
tional Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution). 
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If the individual posters assert the existence and naturalness of consensus 
and its various components (free enterprise, classlessness, and cooperation) the 
slogan, "This is America!... Keep it Free!" which appears in all of the posters, 
establishes the campaign's chief mode of addressing workers. This is at once a 
bold and indeterminate message; the slogan proclaims to the viewer that America 
is "free" and that he/she must "Keep it Free," but stipulates no particular course 
of action. Thus the campaign sought to inspire and motivate simply through 
repetitive reminders of the freedoms offered by the American way of life. This 
aesthetic rationale was shaped by Sheldon-Claire president, Lew Shalett's be-
lief that workers absorbed posters' messages while working or while moving 
around the workplace—in a "read and run" fashion as he put it—rather than by 
contemplating them at length.56 An effective poster, Shalett believed, was one 
that imparted its message swiftly without causing workers to interrupt their work. 
Shalett's conception of the poster's communicative method echoes Theodor 
Adorno's contention that people absorb the messages of mass-circulating pub-
licity in a "distracted mental state."57 The phrase, "This is America! Keep it 
Free" left little possibility for lengthy contemplation or misinterpretation of 
instructions. Similarly, indeterminate appeals to patriotism and nationalism left 
less possibility for the viewer to decline to comply than did demands for spe-
cific actions. The campaign thus articulated a less specific message than that of 
many of the other posters circulated by the government during the war. Most of 
the posters circulated by the OWI encouraged workers and citizens to perform 
or avoid particular tasks ("produce more," "save scrap," "don't waste time" and 
so forth). While those slogans gave clear instructions, "This is America" of-
fered a less tangible and, therefore, less refutable message than the "hodge-
podge" of commands, appeals, and admonishments frequently used in OWI 
posters. The integration of the campaign into the workplace and in public spaces 
thus marked a refinement of motivational publicity by targeting the cultivation 
of dispositions and attitudes through subconscious appeals to national values. 
The visualization of a classless culture in "This is America" also underscores 
the successful efforts of industry and the state to co-opt and integrate laborist 
aesthetics into the discourse and imagery of consensus during the war. 
The "Employee Mail-O-Grams" that Sheldon-Claire's clients received as 
part of the campaign allowed them to disseminate the campaign's messages to 
workers' homes. The Mail-O-Gram was a one-page communiqué that included 
a small reproduction of the poster and several paragraphs of text that elaborated 
the poster's message. The Mail-O-Gram was sent to each worker's home a few 
days before the poster was installed in the workplace to familiarize workers 
with the ideas expressed in the forthcoming "Poster of the Week." The text of 
the Mail-O-Grams consisted of patriotic rhetoric that was expressed through 
stirring, emotive language that hailed workers as producers of American free-
dom. The Mail-O-Grams emphasized significant moments in the nation's his-
tory and defined these as stepping stones to citizens' freedom of which World 
War II and its hoped-for allied victory was the culmination point. 
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The Mail-O-Gram for one poster drew on its image of American school-
children to expound upon the nation's legacy of triumph over adversity (fig. 
10).58 It began, 
This is America . . . where the little ones of today will be the 
big people of tomorrow—where they are learning by example 
that freedom is a blessing to be protected and defended. This 
is America... where you and millions of Americans are add-
ing another glorious page to history . . . where your children 
and their children will read about the heroes of 1776, 1812, 
1865,1917 and 1943 . . . where the history of our great nation 
is studded with conflicts to liberate men. This is America .. . 
where men are fighting and working so that these little ones 
may continue to enjoy the freedoms and the opportunities of 
democracy.59 
The text blends patriotism and military triumphalism into an oratory of national 
regeneration, trading on connections between youth and innocence to define 
the nation's history as a struggle to secure a threatened liberty. The text suggests 
that by supporting the war effort, workers would become participants in the 
creation of American history, like the heroes of previous wars. 
The poster's photograph, a reworked version of Russell Lee's May 1941 
photograph of an FSA migrant worker's camp in Caldwell, Idaho, underwent 
significant alteration. As a comparison of the poster and Lee's original photo-
graph (fig. 11) reveals, the image was heavily cut when reproduced in the poster.60 
In the poster the two main children are shown from the knees up, drawing the 
viewer's attention to their faces which appear to be absorbed in the act of learn-
ing. (The text of the Mail-O-Gram informs workers that the children in the poster 
are "learning . . . that freedom is a blessing to be protected and defended.") 
Lee's photograph, on the other hand, depicts a less sanguine scene. The chil-
dren wear dusty overalls and scuffed shoes, and the photograph's caption reads, 
"Schoolchildren at the FSA . . . farm workers' camp. Caldwell, Idaho." Cap-
tions accompanying other photographs in the sequence explain that most of the 
schoolchildren's parents were "working in the fields."61 The theme of regenera-
tion through youth is a mainstay of war propaganda but it served specific pur-
poses in the United States during World War II. The Depression undermined the 
nation's narrative about the sanctity of youth and its importance to national 
progress. The emotional weight of FSA photographs frequently traded on an 
image of poor and malnourished children which was frequently linked to the 
devastation of the family in the face of joblessness and migration. This ten-
dency was typified by the FSA's most famed and recognizable photograph, 
Dorothea Lange's "Migrant Mother." The alteration of Lee's photograph and 
the Mail-O-Gram's narrative of the heroic citizen-worker who fights to pre-
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Figures 10 (left) and 11 (right): Sheldon-Claire "Employee Mail-O-Gram" 
which was sent to workers' homes to inform them of the forthcoming "Poster of 
the Week." The poster shown in the Mail-O-Gram is an altered version of Russell 
Lee's 1941 photograph of children at an FSA migrant worker's camp. Lee's 
photograph is shown here on the right. (Fig. 10 courtesy National Museum of 
American History. Fig. 11 courtesy Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs 
Division, FSA/OWI Collection). 
serve the freedoms of the nation's children thus reworked the photograph's im-
port. Whereas Lee's photograph makes its emotional appeal through an image 
of child poverty, the Mail-O-Gram reframes and recaptions the children to con-
struct a celebration of the heroic citizen-worker who ensures the freedom of 
[America's] "little ones." In the process, all references to the Depression and to 
the class inequities that it involved are erased. 
The reworking of this and other FSA photographs in "This is America" 
constructed a coherent narrative of a classless America. This narrative involved 
a process of erasure in which cropping, colorizing, and captioning were used to 
deemphasize the photographs' evocations of the Depression and to accentuate 
their latent motivational qualities. Cropping, colorizing, and captioning thus 
served as a triptych of procedures for creating a visual narrative about the na-
tion and its citizens that was congruent with consensus ideology. Michael Den-
ning has demonstrated that due to the artistic movements of the New Deal and 
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the Popular Front of the 1930s, popular culture became infused with "laborist" 
discourse and aesthetics.62 Noted less by historians, however, is the business 
community's wartime appropriation of images of workers and working-class 
Americans. The alteration and reuse of photographs of ordinary Americans dur-
ing the Depression in "This is America" demonstrates how this appropriation of 
such images advanced employers' interests in the workplace, and in the indus-
trial system more generally by normalizing the discourse and aesthetics of co-
operation, free enterprise, and classless consensus. 
My discussion of the alteration and reuse of FSA photographs in "This is 
America" offers insights into the political, social, and cultural transformations 
between the Depression and World War II in the United States. First, it demon-
strates how employers' efforts to institutionalize cooperation shaped wartime 
struggle over the définition of "America," especially in relation to class. As 
historians have demonstrated, labor unions' wartime acquiescence to labor-
management cooperation weakened unions' social authority and gave valida-
tion to consensus doctrine in labor-management relations after the war.63 Yet 
historians have not explained how the ideals associated with consensus— 
classlessness, free enterprise, and cooperation—were integrated into the circu-
lating discourses and pedagogical apparatuses of the workplace and, in turn, 
how these ideals acquired substance. As the preceding discussion suggests, the 
integration of motivational campaigns within and beyond the factory walls gave 
material form to the ideological claims associated with consensus. 
The preceding discussion also casts new light on the periodization of lib-
eral consensus. Historians usually define liberal consensus as a post- World War 
II formation. As Godfrey Hodgson argues of the postwar period, "[n]o tenet of 
the consensus was more widely held than the idea that revolutionary American 
capitalism had abolished the working class, or . . . that everybody in America 
was middle class now or that American society was rapidly approaching eco-
nomic equality."64 But if consensus emerged as a full-fledged political doctrine 
after the war, the wartime workplace was a seedbed where its ideological claims 
were circulated and defined as normal. For industrial employers, World War II 
was not only a moment when patriotism would stimulate production. It was also 
an opportunity to eradicate the memory of the class conflict of the 1930s and to 
inaugurate a culture of cooperation and consensus in the industrial system. This 
erasure of tension and instability is the larger context to which "This is America" 
speaks. 
My discussion also offers insight into how motivational posters were used 
as pedagogical tools to shape values and dispositions in the workplace. I have 
argued that "This is America" possessed a more rationalized pedagogical schema 
than the OWI's posters. First, by using photographs that workers were familiar 
with in a general sense (even if they had not seen the particular photographs that 
were used in the posters) Sheldon-Claire offered employers realistic and emo-
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tionally resonant ways to define cooperation as a normal and necessary charac-
teristic of the industrial workplace. Second, the synchronization of "This is 
America"—its sequential display of thirty weekly posters in spotlighted frames 
in conjunction with the Mail-O-Grams that were sent to workers' homes—pro-
vided a more comprehensible narrative than did the OWI's poorly coordinated 
"hodgepodge" of posters. Third, the campaign's thematic coherence and ratio-
nalized execution replicated pedagogical formulas seen in the culture at large. 
Like advertising and public relations, the campaign blended emotional appeal 
and Taylorist principles of repetition to appeal to the senses.65 
"This is America" might thus be understood as a form of aesthetic training 
through which employers honed the factory as an environment where the values 
and behaviors of consensus—teamwork, enterprise, and faith in the classless 
ideal—could be learned and actualized. By understanding posters and other 
visual motivation techniques as a form of aesthetic training, we may appreciate 
more clearly the ways in which the workplace factored into the ideological 
struggles between the Depression and World War II. Aesthetic training is a more 
useful concept than that of propaganda, which is often used to categorize post-
ers such as these. The term, propaganda, draws attention mainly to the poster's 
diffusion of misinformation and deception. Conversely, the concept of aesthetic 
training undercores the ways in which posters actually helped to generate the 
dispositions, values, and habits that were defined as normal by employers, man-
agers, and hired specialists like Sheldon-Claire who organized the aesthetic en-
vironment in the workplace. To interpret these posters in this way is not to 
diminish their propagandistic nature but to reveal more concretely than "propa-
ganda" permits how they were used to cultivate the dispositions and habits that 
were necessary for consensus ideology to acquire social form. Indeed, by look-
ing at how motivational aesthetics were (and still are) used to influence disposi-
tion we may understand more clearly how cooperation and other forms of 
discipline are produced in the workplace. 
Finally, my discussion has implications for how the wartime transforma-
tion of politics and culture in the United States may be elucidated in the class-
room. First, "This is America" demonstrates palpably how the ideology of 
consensus found material form in the places where many people worked during 
the war. A discussion of the campaign in conjunction with work by labor schol-
ars can offer students insights into how wartime calls for cooperation acquired 
materiality and how gendered and racialized definitions of citizenship were de-
fined as normal in the workplace.66 Second, an examination of the alteration and 
reuse of FS A photographs in "This is America" can help students to appreciate 
the posters' social and pedagogical nature and to see the ways in which posters 
can shape social norms in working environments. Perhaps because reproduc-
tions of posters now circulate widely as kitsch memorabilia in stores, museums, 
and on the Internet (usually without supporting information about their design 
rationale and specific uses) posters have not yet received the in-depth analysis 
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that other, supposedly more "serious" cultural products such as movies, docu-
mentaries, and novels have received.67 Only by grounding World War II posters 
in the fuller contexts of their design rationale, their circulation, and their use 
will it be possible to offer a more practical account of their significance. To 
locate the poster in the context of the shifting political, social, and cultural mi-
lieus of its time—to insist upon its protean nature and its social life—thus re-
mains an important challenge for historians. 
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